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Llama Llama ZIP!Llama Llama ZOOM!Llama Llama Red PajamaVROOM, VROOM, VROOM!
On the playground, Llama goes fast! Llama zips by on his scooter and swishes down the slide--
whoosh! Younger audiences will love doing as Llama does in this supremely adorable fourth
board book.

About the AuthorAnna Dewdney was a teacher, mother, and enthusiastic proponent of reading
aloud to children. She continually honed her skills as an artist and writer and published her first
Llama Llama book in 2005. Her passion for creating extended to home and garden and she
lovingly restored an 18th century farmhouse in southern Vermont. She wrote, painted, gardened,
and lived there with her partner, Reed, her two daughters, two wirehaired pointing griffons, and
one bulldog. Anna passed away in 2016, but her spirit will live on in her books.
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Amber Gray, “My daughter loves this book.. My daughter just loves  llama llama books she has
most of them as you can see ! And this story zippity-zoom she loves as well! I recommend this
book ! Very good book for kids that love a short story! with colorful pictures!”

Jamakatz, “My grandson loves it. I bought these for my grandson, and he loves them. I didn't
know about these until we went to the library and he asked for Llama Llama books. So i had to
make sure he has his own to read whenever he wanted. Now I'll be looking to get them all for his
collection”

Kaite Hollenbeck, “Yes, it’s short.. We like the llama books. We’ve been reading them since my
little boy was born. He’s four now.This is one of the extremely short books. Like nighty night.
Aside from llama llama and the book title there’s maybe 15 other words.We have read him three
books since forever and he expects three books, so it’s nice to throw in a really short cheater
one every once in a while  four stars because nighty-night is cuter and a little more imaginative.”

Harold Wolf, “Llama Llama for the youngest of book lovers. YES, I found rhyme, it takes 4 pages,
each with typical short board book text, to reach the rhyme, then begins a new rhyme. Same fine
Anna Dewdney rhyme that has caught the hearts of children for years. Same great painted
pages, bright colors, fun llamas to attract children under the age of 3. Sturdy construction so the
toddler can hold, touch, OWN this book. What a marvelous way to enrich a crawler-to-toddler
and start them on book interest. I've always loved Dewdney's Llama Llama books, since using
them in elementary teaching. Now as a retired grandparent, it's fun having the new Llama Llama
board book series to share, and give, to my youngest grandson.He loves the rhyme in Llama
Llama zippity-zoom. When I exaggerate the rhyming words, he tries to repeat at least the sound
(just learning to talk.) We do the motions together, pretending to zip-zoom-uroom on a scooter;
or mime a slide swoosh to the swing whoosh. In a couple of years I'll begin reading him the
original Llama Llama books, but for now, he loves Llama Llama on the hard (board book)
pages.Original Llama Llama books were written for age 3 and up. They became a modern
classic. Now a total of 4 Llama Llama board books designed for the younger tikes, will get the
children interesting in reading even faster. You can't start reading to them too early. From an
educational standpoint, I believe these 4 are board book perfect. And not just because I'm a
longtime fan of Dewdney's Llama Llama.I recommend all 4 board books as well as any Llama
Llama older child book.Board book titles are llama llama nighty-night; llama llama wakey-wake;
llama llama hoppity-hop; and this book llama llama zippity-zoom.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excited. My 2yr old grandson had been eyeing this book shown on the
back of his other Llama Llama books, and was so excited when he saw it”



Cathy, “Vroom, vroom, it's nap time soon!. Llama, Llama zip! Llama Llama zoom! Llama Llama
red pajama Vroom! Vroom! Vroom! This is about how long it takes to get my little one's attention
when she really isn't interested in transitioning from play time to rest time. She can't help but be
drawn into the world of Little Llama, I like the length of the book, it's enough to grab her interest
but too short to get her started zooming around the room, usually. The board books are perfectly
timed for a toddler's attention span and their need for repetition.I'm still happy with this purchase,
my granddaughter loves Llama Llama. I would recommend this book for anyone with young
children, from infants on up. Anna Dewdney was an artist and a teacher, she is so missed, thank
goodness we have her stories so her memory lives on.”

Debs, “Great. These are lovely books, colourful and engaging for little ones”

EllaRoo, “Another favourite ... My daughter is a big fan if the Ilama series - this has quickly
become another favourite - nice and simple with lovely pictures .”

Lindsey Stillings, “Lovely book. My 3 year old daughter loves this and all of the Llama Llama
books.”

avid Ebook Libraryer, “the Llama LLama books are really loved even by very young children. I
gave it as a gift with other LLama Llama books for my nephew's baptism. I also gave the little
stuffed Llama in red pajamas and it is adorable! I love Llamas myself so I bought one for me to
go on a chair where I have llama pillows and sloth pillows *( love those too, as to many others). I
ecommend buying the little Llama in red pajamas -- you can take the PJ' on and off and although
it is small, I am sure it will be loved.  DO keep it away from any pet dogs!”

The book by Audrey Penn has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,198 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 14 pages
Reading age: 1 - 3 years, from customers
Lexile measure: AD600L
Grade level: Preschool - 2
Item Weight: 6 ounces
Dimensions: 7 x 0.37 x 7 inches
Hardcover: 24 pages
Paperback: 32 pages
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